Activity 3

Twirlin g in the Breeze
Build a device to measure how
fast the wind is blowing.
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You may have heard a weather reporter warn,
“Wind gusts are up to 30 mph!” Scientists
measure wind speed using a weather instrument
called an anemometer, which relies on cups
attached to freely rotating arms to catch the wind
and make the arms spin. The device then records
the number of revolutions in a given time period
and translates this into miles per hour (mph).

Here’s how:
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Pointer: If a group is struggling encourage

1. Identify problem. Ask your girls to break
groups, 1 then

deliver the SciGirls
into small
Challenge: Build a device that can spin in front
of a fan, allowing you to count the number
of times it rotates in 1 minute. Discuss why it
might be important to know wind speeds.2
(The placement of wind turbines is one
example.)

them. Suggest using the pencil as the base or
pushing a T-pin through the middle of a straw and
into the pencil’s eraser as a way to attach arms. 5
(See below.)

Watch girls use an anemometer on the SciGirls
Engineer It DVD. (Select Blowin’ in the Wind:
Data Collection.) 7

2. Brainstorm and build. Remind groups that the
weather instrument they create does not have
to use all of the materials provided. It just
must spin when placed in front of the fan. Give
groups 10 minutes to brainstorm and agree on a
design before building their anemometers. 3
1-7 See

SciGirls Seven strategies on page 3.
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Twirlin g in the Breeze
continu ed
3. Redesign. Once girls have constructed their
first design, encourage groups to exchange
ideas as they test and redesign their
prototypes. 1

4. Collect data. With a successful design
accomplished, have each group find the
wind speed by counting the number of
times the anemometer revolves in 1 minute,
or revolutions per minute (rpm). The girls
should make sure the anemometer is always
the same distance from the fan and that
they can tell when there’s been a complete
rotation.

5. Experiment. Have girls measure wind
speed at different fan settings, distances, or
positions (for example, centered on the fan or
off to the side). Encourage creativity! 4 How
do the wind speeds compare?

6. Continue exploring. Consider taking your
girls outside to find the place with the best
wind speeds in your community.
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contact scigirls@tpt.org.
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Special thanks to the Franklin

Visit pbs.org/teachers/scigirls for more activities!

